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Abstract: A classification system is used for Benign Tumors (BT) and Malignant
Tumors (MT) in the abdominal liver. Computed Tomography (CT) images based
on enhanced RGS is proposed. Diagnosis of liver diseases based on observation
using liver CT images is essential for surgery and treatment planning. Identifying
the progression of cancerous regions and Classification into Benign Tumors and
Malignant Tumors are essential for treating liver diseases. The manual process is
time-consuming and leads to intra and inter-observer variability. Hence, an auto-
matic method based on enhanced region growing is proposed for the Classifica-
tion of Liver Tumors (LT). To enhance the Liver Region (LR) from the
surrounding tissues, Non-Linear Mapping (NLP) is used. Region Growing Seg-
mentation (RGS) is employed to segment the LR, and Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm is used to segment the region of interest. Grey Level Co-occur-
rence Matrix (GLCM) features are extracted from the tumor region, and Nonlinear
Random Support Vector Machine (NRSVM) classification is performed to classi-
fy the Benign Tumors and Malignant Tumors. The proposed method is tested on a
database of medical images collected from Med all Diagnostic Research Centre
and attained an accuracy of 96%. The proposed method is beneficial for better
liver tumor diagnosis in an optimized method by the medical expert.

Keywords: Liver tumor; region growing; grey level co-occurrence matrix;
expectation maximization; computed tomography; non-linear random support
vector machine

1 Introduction

The liver tumor is the most commonly occurring disease, which causes severe ailments and even death.
It is necessary to diagnose the LT earlier since it will increase patients’ survival rate. Hence, there is a
necessity for the automatic detection of LT. Multiple cell varieties that include the liver endothelial cell,
Kupffer cell, the stellate fat-storing cell, and hepatocyte together form the liver. Hepatocytes gives 80%
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of their contribution to the liver. There is existence of various imaging techniques like Positron Emission
Tomography, Computed Tomography, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). An instance of a non-
invasive imaging technique is CT, and it is the most commonly used method for analysis of soft tissue
anatomy of the liver since signal to noise ratio, and better spatial resolution are contained in CT images.
There are two types of tumours, viz., Benign Tumors (BT) and Malignant Tumors (MT).

BT, like Hemangiomas, hepatic adenoma and focal nodular hyperplasia, do not spread to other organs,
and MT like hepatocellular carcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma, and hepatoblastoma spread to neighbouring
organs. The application that defines computer programs to aid radiologists in analyzing the medical
images to estimate the likelihood of derives feature from the image that represents the progression of the
disease, for example, BT and MT, are called Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD). Many research works
have been proposed to achieve the CAD model to segment both the liver and tumor regions from the
given image, which have been an important and demanding task in the recent trends. However, they have
the following perspectives:

� The process of segmenting the liver and accurately spotting the tumor is challenging and demanding
due to the liver image's diversity of shape, texture, and intensity.

� The intensity similarities of the neighbouring organs of the liver create difficulties during LTS.

� It increased volumetric overlap error.

� It increased time consumption during Classification.
� The significant drawbacks of manual segmentation are many image slices, intensive time, lack of

results, and creating a distinct dataset, which is a highly complex process.

These kinds of research problems are taken to be solved with the help of the proposed work. The
following are the contributions of this proposed work:

� The CAD model is developed using the enhanced RGS method and Contrast Enhancement (CE) to
highlight the LRs.

� This work follows the CAD model and utilizes an efficient image processing technique to precisely
locate the liver and the tumor without user interaction.

� So, misclassification can be avoided, and the computational complexity can be reduced by avoiding
more complex models.

This article is organized in the following manner: Section 2, reviewing existing techniques and
algorithms related to Liver Tumor Segmentation (LTS) and Classification. It also investigates the
advantages and disadvantages of each work and the reason for developing the proposed work. Section
3 presents a detailed description of the proposed LT classification system. Section 4 discusses the
proposed technique’s results and the comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed
algorithms based on different performance measures. Section 5 concludes the thesis with its research
objectives and attainments, and it also provides some enhancements that may be implemented in future.

2 Related Works

The proposed system has been designed with the help of vast literature reviews. The works of literature
provide significant technical contributions and limitations of related research works. It avoids the necessity to
take the needle biopsy, which is an invasive technique. LTS in CT Scans is deployed using the Modified
SegNet technique, a Deep Learning technique for liver CT segmentation and Classification [1]. The
imaging, clinical and laboratory tests like MRI, CT, and ultrasound scans are used to diagnose primary
hepatic malignancy [2].
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They have developed a deformable model to segment the tumor region from CT liver images. Here, a
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) model extracted the input patches from the training data. The mean intensity of
the liver was estimated by using the statistical shape model. In this work, both the synthetic and real-time
datasets were applied to evaluate the performance. The measures used in this analysis were dice, RMSE,
Mean Absolute Distance (MAD), MAX absolute distance, sensitivity, specificity, and average accuracy.
The suggested technique reduced the intra-class variability during Classification. But it has difficulty in
stretching an elongated tumor, as it requires maintaining a constant vertex density, local readjustment and
is not suitable for unconventional tumors [3].

The first step in the CAD system for classifying BT and MT from liver CT images is to segment the LR
from CT images [4]. LTS is a difficult task because the organs adjacent to the liver, like the stomach, spleen,
pancreas and kidney, have a similar intensity to the liver [5–7]. The extraction of Region of Interest (ROI)
from the LR is the second step. By reducing the number of pixels, ROI minimizes the computer’s processing
time to be considered. The tumour affected area and surrounding pixels are selected as the ROI. The third step
is feature extraction from the region of interest. Medical images have the characteristics of rough and uneven
pixel intensities, but they have patterns and consistency. Hence, texture analysis is best suited for feature
extraction in the detection of anomalies. The final step is the texture feature-based classification system
for classifying the BT and MT types of LT.

Statistically, MT has a coarser-grained structure, while BT has a more homogeneous texture. The
visibility of texture variation in these two kinds of disease images is not visible to human eyes. Besides,
the MT has greater values for intensity and contrast features when compared to BT. The automatic CAD
system is used for classifying BT and MT. The stages in the method are automatic tumor segmentation
using alternative Fuzzy C-Means; texture feature extraction using features of coefficient statistics,
contourlet coefficient statistics; and tumor characterization using Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
classifier [8].

The Fatty and Cirrhosis liver diseases are differentiated from Computed Tomography Images with the
help of Back Propagation Neural Network (BPN), Linear Vector Quantization (LVQ) and PNN. Using the
operations like threshold and morphology, LRs are classified. The extraction of statistical texture is done
using biorthogonal wavelet transform from the LRs. The optimization of the features extraction is
performed using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) [9].

The Classification for normal and abnormal liver images with cancer from which Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) images for the ROI liver images of 8� 8 non-overlapping segments are obtained. Further, for features
texture extraction and selection of accurate features, the Legendre moments and SFFS algorithm are applied,
respectively. At last, the nearest neighbourhood MIN distance rule and Euclidean distance classifier are used
to classify the images [10]. CADmethod is deployed for Classification of liver images with hepatic tumors in
which the RGS algorithm is used for Liver segmentation from CT images. Then Discrete Wavelet Packet
Decomposition (DWPD) is employed to transform the extracted CT images into a digital signal. Then
REDUCT sets of rough sets are used to reduce the attributes and perform Classification [11].

The CAD system is used to classify the BT and MT from CT images. For extracting the texture features
like correlation, contrast, variance, entropy, homogeneity and variance, Grayscale Level Co-occurrence
Matrix (GLCM) uses PNN to classify the liver diseases [12]. Generalized N-Dimensional Principle
Component Analysis (GND-PCA) based Statistical Fractal models can select the features in the region of
liver and Ant Colony Optimization-Support Vector Machine (ACO-SVM) for Classification of liver
diseases [13]. The employed watershed transforms Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification into
interactive LT segmentation from CT scans [14].

The GLCM texture features were extracted from the liver segmented ultrasound images. Fuzzy-SVM is
used for the Classification of BT and MT [15]. The novel content-based image retrieval diagnoses LT on CT
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images. The Fourier descriptors can extract shape features, and MPEG-7 can extract edge histogram
descriptors. The dimensionality of the feature vector is reduced by core component analysis. Finally, the
cluster-based indexing accelerates the process of similarity matching to match the query image with the
image contained in the database [16].

The diffused and focal liver diseases from ultrasound images are automatically classified from
ultrasound medical images. The segmentation and Classification are used in Is contour segmentation and
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for disease classification.

Based on the literature survey, BT and MT are classified from liver CT images using a new CAD system
proposed by the enhanced RGS. As denoted in the previous section, the existing systems are lacking in time
and volumetric efficiencies. In addition, they have limited accuracy in LT detection. The proposed system
takes these issues and provides optimal solutions [17–21].

3 Enhanced Region Growing with Non-Linear Mapping (NLM) based Liver Segmentation

In the first level of the proposed system, the LR is segmented from input liver CT images using the RGS
method. Here, NLM is used as a CE operation to highlight the LR from the surrounding organs like the
spleen, pancreas and kidney. Secondly, the ROI (tumour region) is segmented using the Expectation-
MAX method. Thirdly, the extraction of features like homogeneity, entropy, contrast, correlation, variance
etc., from the GLCM textures are done from ROI. Finally, the Classification of a BT and MT is done
using the Nonlinear Random Support Vector Machine (NRSVM) classifier. The basics of the region
growing algorithm, Gaussian Mixture Model Expectation-Maximization (GMM-EM), and CE enabled
NLM, GLCM features, and NRSVM classifier are provided. The contributions of the article are:
development of CAD model is developed using enhanced region growing method and CE to highlight
the LRs. The block diagram of the method is illustrated in Fig. 1, and itis explained in the steps given below.

3.1 Hounsfield Unit to Grayscale Conversion

The results of the X-Ray reconstruction algorithm represent the attenuation measure from the tissues for
each pixel location in the image. These attenuation values are normalized to the HU before the generation of
the final image, whose values lie in the range of [–1000 to 3000] HU. The HU values vary for different types
of tissues: for soft tissues, they range between –300 to 100 HU and for bones, they have values above 1000.
Based on the Hounsfield Units (HU), anatomical CT images have a typical grayscale range of 212

(4096 values). They are scaled down to a grayscale range of 212 (256 values) by a process called window
and levelling. For the database used in the experiments, the window centre has a value of 40, and the
window width is 400. Hence HU ranges [–160 to 240]. It is converted into the grayscale range of [0–255].

3.2 Image Denoising and Nonlinear Mapping

Noise exists in live CT images, and hence preprocessing is done before the segmentation operation. An
anisotropic filter with suitable parameters is used to reduce noise in the segmentation and classification
problem as it gives smoothing with the preservation of delicate structures, including tumors in the
images. The NLM is used to enhance the LR of abdominal CT images from the surrounding regions.
Sigmoid filters enhance the pixel values of a particular range and strongly attenuate the values that lie
outside the desired range. The intensity mapping of the sigmoid filter is given by Eq. (1).

I
0 ¼ ðMax�MinÞ 1

1þ e

�ðI � bÞ
a

þMin (1)
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where the input pixel’s intensity is I, the output pixel’s intensity is I′, the minimum and maximum values
of the output image are MIN and MAX, the input intensity range is α, and the intensity of the centered range
is defined by β. After NLM, it is easier to distinguish the LR from the surrounding tissues, and the LR can be
segmented efficiently.

3.3 Liver Segmentation Using Enhanced Region Growing

For the segmentation of the LR, the RGS algorithm is employed. First, K-Means segmentation is used to
remove the unwanted bone regions of high grayscale levels, after which region growing is performed.
For the RGS algorithm, selecting seed points is an important step and can be done manually/
automatically. The improper selection of seed points may result in low segmentation accuracy. In the
proposed method, the seed point for region growing of LR is made automatically. The LR is better
visible in the middle slices of the volume of liver CT images, and hence these middle slices are used to
construct the database. An algorithm to select the seed automatically that from a group of pixels to
represent the LR, which has the MAX value, is employed. After liver segmentation, morphological post-
processing operations including connected components and filling are done to enhance the LR. Enhanced
RGS is a region-based segmentation method in which a seed point is initialized for a region to be
segmented. The neighbouring pixels that share standard features like grayscale level and texture are
appended to the seed point, and the region grows. The algorithms’ steps for segmenting a single region
are given below.

Clinical CT Liver
Database RGB CT Images

Hounsfield CT Unit Conversion

Image Denoising and Nonlinear Pixel Mapping
(grayscale) 

Liver Image Segmentation and Tumour
Extraction Process 

GLCM & NRSVM 

Benign
Liver Tumour

Malignant
Liver Tumor 

CT Image
Pre-processing
and Conversion

Proposed
Tumour

Extraction and
Classification

Figure 1: Proposed NRSVM methodology
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3.4 Expectation MAX Based Tumor Region Extraction

EM segmentation is employed to detect the ROI from the input segmented liver image. The number of
classes for EM segmentation is initialized as 5, among which Class 2 and Class 3 are classified as TR. In the
following steps, the explanation of the EM algorithm is assumed. To MAX, the similarity function by
integrating the parameters–Mean, Variance and Mixing Co-efficient is the primary objective.

The Gaussian Distribution (GD) of the variable ‘y’ is represented as Eq. (2)

Gðyjl; a2Þ ¼ 1

ð2Qr2Þ1=2
Exp � 1

2r2
ðy� lÞ2

� �
(2)

Algorithm 1 of Segmentation

Step 1: Initialize the seed point S and threshold T: Initialize the region to be segmented as R(o) and the
mean value as M(o) as the grayscale value of S.

Step 2: For each iteration, find the border pixels of the region R(k).

Step 3: Find the 8-neighbourhood of each border pixel of the region.

Step 4: Assign a pixel p = I(x,y) to R(k); if

� p is in the 8-neighbourhood of a border pixel of R kð Þ and p has not been assigned

� The grayscale value of p is closer to the value of the mean of the region, and it satisfies the condition
Iðx; yÞ �Mk
�� �� < T

Step 5: Stop If there is no possibility for RGS. Otherwise, update M(k). Go to step 2 and repeat the
iteration.

Algorithm of EM for Tumor Region Extraction

Input: Segmented Liver Image

Output: Extracted LT Regions

Step 1: For every class, the mean li, variances r
2
1 and mixing coefficients

Q
i’ values are initialized, and

the log-likelihoods initial value is assessed.

Step 2: E Step: The current values of distributions and mixing coefficients are used to estimate the
posterior probabilities.

Step 3: M Step: From the probabilities of the current posterior, the assessment is done for parameters-
Means, Variances, and Mixing Co-efficient.

Step 4: To calculate the Log-likelihood value, and the verification is done on convergence criterion. It is
returned to Step 2 If the condition is not satisfied.
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where the mean is µ, and the variance is σ2. Eq. (3) is the likelihood function for the GD.

pðx
l
;r2Þ ¼

YN

n¼1
Gðxn

l
; r2Þ (3)

A linear superposition of ‘P’, which is the Gaussian densities of the form, is contained in Gaussian
Mixture Distribution, Eq. (4)

pðxÞ ¼
XC

i¼1

YN

n¼1
Gðxn

l
; r21Þ (4)

where i represents the variable and the number of classes is represented by C. A component of the
mixture is supposed to be each Gaussian density Gðxn=li; r21Þ with its mean ll and covariance r21. The
mixing coefficients are nothing but a parameter pl. Eq. (5)XM

i¼1
pi ¼ 1; 0 � pi � 1 (5)

The posterior probabilities pði=xÞ are extracted from Bayes’ Theorem, as given by Eq. (6)

ciðxÞ ¼ pð1=xÞ ¼ ciðxÞ ¼
piGðx=li; r2i ÞPM
i¼1 piGðx=li; r2i Þ

(6)

The log-likelihood function is given by Eq. (7)

pðx=u;r2Þ ¼
X

N
n¼1 ln

�X
C
i¼1piNðxn=ln;r21Þ

�
(7)

For MAX, the log-likelihood, the derivatives of Eq. (8) concerning li;r
2
1 and pi are set to ‘0’.

Ni ¼
X

N
n¼1ciðxÞ (8)

The parameters are obtained as Eqs. (9)–(11)

li ¼
1

Ni

X
N
n¼1fciðxÞgxn (9)

r2i ¼
1

Ni

X
N
n¼1ciðxÞðxn � liÞðxn � liÞT (10)

pi ¼ Ni

N
(11)

3.5 GLCM Feature Extraction

The textural properties of the image contain helpful information and can be used for classification
applications. Haralick constructed the grayscale tone spatial dependence matrices (co-occurrence
matrices) in four directions of angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and extracted 14 textural features. The most
commonly used features are energy, entropy, contrast, homogeneity, correlation, and variance.

Let DI represents the digital image, and G 2 f1; 2;…Ngg represents the grayscale value in the image.
Textural uniformity, i.e., pixel pairs repetitions, is measured by energy. It is also called the angular second
moment and is given by Eq. (12).

Energy ¼
X

i

X
jfpði; jÞg2 (12)
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Entropy is firmly but inversely correlated to energy, Eq. (13)

Entropy ¼ �
X

i

X
j½pði; jÞ logðpði; jÞ� (13)

Contrast measures the texture contrast, and for high contrast images, the texture contrast is high, and a
low value of the GLCM contrast is assigned for a low contrast image, Eq. (14)

Contrast ¼
X

i;jði� jÞ2pði; jÞ (14)

Image homogeneity is measured by Homogeneity or Inverse Difference Moment. For the more
significant minor grayscale tone differences in pair elements, its value is high. When the contrast for
constant energy is more, then IDM is less. Eq. (15)

Homogeneity ¼
X

i

X
j

1

1þ ði� jÞ2 pði; jÞ (15)

In the image, grayscale tone linear dependencies are measured using correlation, Eq. (16)

Correlation ¼
P

i
P

jði; jÞpði; jÞ � lxly
rxry

(16)

where, lx;ly;rx;ry represent the means and standard deviations of px; py

3.6 Tumor Classification using NRSVM

One of the supervised linear classification methods known as the SVM is an a significant tool for
applications that additionally contain recognition of images and patterns, medical diagnosis, and
bioinformatics. Both the classification errors are MIN, and the geometric margin is MAX simultaneously.
Hence SVM is called the MAX Margin Classifier. The separation of patterns done by optimal hyperplane
is located by SVM for linearly separable patterns. There is a transformation of data into kernel function
and contraction of hyperplane when the patterns are not linearly separable. In this proposed work,
NRSVM has been used with Random Forest (RF)classification trees that support multiple ensemble
classifiers. This proposed approach effectively categorizes the liver point using multiple nonlinear
hyperplanes.

Given a set of training vectors belonging to separate classes, ðx1; y1Þ; ðx2; y2Þ; ðx3; y3Þ;…ðxn; ynÞ where
xi 2 Rn denotes the ith input vector, w is the weight, b is the bias and yi 2 fþ1;�1g is the corresponding
desired output. The MAX margin classifier intends to find a hyperplane w : wx þ b ¼ 0 to separate the
training data.

The Eq. (17) for the separating hyperplane is given by,

ðw:xiÞ �b � 1
ðw:xiÞ �b � 1

� �
if ; yi ¼ 1
if ; yi ¼ �1

� �
(17)

Eq. (18) can be compactly represented as

yiðw; xiÞ � b � 1 (18)

Lagrange multipliers are used to find the optimal hyperplane. One hyperplane is MAX the margin, i.e.,
the distance between the hyperplanes, among all the possible hyperplanes. The nonlinear RF-SVM lies in the
margin order and constitutes the essential features. The decision function gives the solution to the
classification problem as given by Eq. (19).
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f ðxÞ ¼ Sinnð
X

NSV
i¼1riyikðSi; xÞ þ bÞ (19)

where ai is the positive Lagrange multiplier, Si is the SVM, Nsv is the total number of SVM and kðSi; xÞ
is the function for convolution of the decision function kernel. Many kernel functions are available, and the
radial kernel is one of the kernels that perform well. The output value of the NRSVM is always either -1/+1.
For example, in the tumor classification problem, if the output is +1, the tumor is classified as MT, and a value
of -1 indicates BT.

4 Implementation and Results

The CT images were collected from Meenakshi Mission Scan Centre, Madurai and Medall Diagnostics
Centre, Tirunelveli. The opinion about BT/MT in the liver CT images was obtained from the radiologist. The
proposed method is tested on liver CT images, and the performance is analyzed. The computer's
specifications used to simulate the algorithm using MATLAB is intel Core 2 Duo CPUs@2.53 GHz with
1.98 GB of RAM.

The images are collected from 48 different patients and are of DICOM format with 512 × 512 resolution.
The experimental images are selected from the middle slices of the liver volume in which the LR is
prominently visible. Image with different types of tumours is used, including BT of Hepato Cellular (HC)
adenoma, focal nodular hyperplasia and hemangioma and MT of cholangiocarcinoma, hepatoma,
lymphomatous deposits, multiple cysts, metastasis, HC carcinoma and mass lesion. By making a
comparison of the fundamental truth for evaluating the performance, qualitative analysis can be done on
the segmented liver and tumor of the abdominal CT images. For quantitative analysis, accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity are used. This error rate is described in terms of True Positive (TP) and False
Positive (FP) and True Negative (TN) and False Negative (FN). These values help to determine the
performance measures (TP, TN, FP and FN).

The initial values and parameter selection are given below for various processes.

Anisotropic Filter: The iteration is 15, the gradient threshold parameter is 5, and the rate of diffusion
constant is 1/7. The proper selection of these parameters is necessary for efficient Classification.

Contrast Enhancement: The width of the input intensity range is 50, and the intensity around which the
range centers is 170. The values are selected based on the proper enhancement of the LR in contrast with the
surrounding regions.

K-Means segmentation: The number of classes is 5, and the bone region is removed.

Region Growing Algorithm: The seed point is selected automatically from a group of pixels lying in the
region of interest with a pixel value in the desired range. The seed point is selected around the (x,y)
coordinates of (240,170), representing the middle of the LR, which has the MAX value. The MAX
intensity distance is set to default as 0.1, and for testing mass lesions alone, the value is set as 0.2.

EM Algorithm: The number of classes is 5, and the convergence criterion that is the difference between
two successive log-likelihoods, is set at 0.0001.

The input abdominal liver CT images are shown in Fig. 2a. The output of CE using NLM are shown in
Fig. 2b.

The LTS output of the RGS algorithm is shown in Fig. 2c. The ROI segmentation results of the EM
algorithm are shown in Fig. 2d. Qualitative analysis indicates the accurate segmentation performance of
the method for different types of tumors and the normal images (Figs. 3 and 4). The extracted six feature
values of contrast, correlation, entropy, energy, homogeneity and variance for sample ROI segmented
images are tabulated in Tabs. 1 and 2.
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Figure 2: Results of liver and ROI segmentation sample images (a). Input image of abdominal liver CT (b).
The output of CE using NLM, (c) LTS output of the RGS algorithm, (d) The ROI segmentation results of the
EM algorithm
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As shown in Tab. 3, the proposed system's specificity and accuracy values produce better results than the
existing works mentioned. The sensitivity of the proposed system is slightly lesser than Xian et al., but at the
same time produces better performance than Hameed et al. (Fig. 5).

Figure 4: Features extraction from abnormal image set-II (1-6)

Figure 3: Features extraction from abnormal image set-I (1-6)

Table 1: Extracted features for sample abnormal images

Features Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Correlation 0.246298 0.363984 0.238307 0.235065 0.123762 0.664535

Contrast 0.051149 0.014537 0.015931 0.063909 0.134812 0.870941

Entropy 0.028533 0.017885 0.017962 0.036187 0.098468 0.611645

Energy 0.992977 0.995816 0.995763 0.991094 0.967991 0.764661

Variance 4.044976 3.995062 3.987504 4.052603 4.029908 9.144617

Homogeneity 0.999379 0.999802 0.999781 0.999214 0.998153 0.988947
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

A CAD system for the Classification of BT and MT from abdominal liver CT images based on enhanced
RGS is proposed. The LR is enhanced using non-linear mapping to enhance it from the surrounding tissues.
The LR is extracted using RGS, and EM is used to segment the tumor region. GLCM features are extracted,
and a NRSVM classifier is used to classify normal and abnormal images. The proposed method is extensively
tested on a database of images collected from hospitals, and an accuracy of 96% is attained, which shows a
good performance measure over the methods of comparison. The proposed method can be used as a second
opinion to the radiologist.

In future, this work may be enhanced by implementing the LT classification technique for different
imaging modalities with increased accuracy. Also, it aims to improve the overall segmentation and
classification performance of the proposed system.

Table 2: Extracted features for sample normal images

Features Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Correlation 0.274887 0.499206 0.165263 0.165263 0.199985 0.117344

Contrast 0.051953 0.04087 0.430193 0.430193 0.001501 0.181503

Entropy 0.040654 0.047339 0.181175 0.181175 0.000422 0.057764

Energy 0.990422 0.989126 0.939004 0.939004 0.999931 0.983851

Variance 4.025428 4.051058 4.497069 4.497069 4.001721 4.18924

Homogeneity 0.999338 0.999474 0.994601 0.994601 0.999987 0.997944

Table 3: Classification results of the proposed method and comparison

Performance measures Proposed method Xian et al., Rahmath et al.,

Sensitivity 90.56 92 86

Specificity 98.63 95 88

Accuracy 96 95.11 87

Figure 5: Performance measures of proposed vs. (Xian and Rahmath)
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